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The European Community Power
Coalition
• Promotion of the development of citizen and
•
•
•

community ownership.
Diverse network of 50+ like-minded
organisations across Europe
Energy cooperatives, cities and local
authorities, the renewable energy industry,
legal experts & NGOs
Visit our Website:
https://communitypowercoalition.eu/

Who we are - What we do
1. Advocacy work

2. Communication

3. Capacity Building

Activities

Acceptance of RES & Energy Communities
This is in a nutshell what is revealed in a recent poll
conducted in 10 European countries (United Kingdom,
France, Germany, Spain, Poland, Italy, Czech Republic,
Greece, Romania and Bulgaria) to better understand the
public support for wind and solar.

Across Europe, 86% of people questioned said they would
support new wind and solar projects near to where they
live. They also expressed a strong interest in joining a local
energy cooperative and supported government measures to
accelerate the rollout of wind and solar power.

Acceptance of RES & Energy Communities
A handbook filled with practical tips and
wisdom from projects all across Europe

o 160 pages
o 26 chapters
o 22 inspiring
success stories

o Over 80 links to
Community Energy Guidebook available now in
more than 7 languages (English, Czech, French,
Portuguese, Greek, Polish and Spanish) – More to
come

additional
resources

Main Challenges
Transposition
of Directive
RED Art.22 –
Adequate
frameworks in
the EU
member states
– REDIII
upcoming
(September)

Accessing
financial
capital
Funding
resources

Auctions,
bureaucracy
Grid access

EU signals
(Taxonomy,
Gas Package)

Resources, best practice and information sharing

Member States shall
carry out an assessment
of the existing barriers
and potential of
development of
renewable energy
communities in their
territories
(Article 22(3)).

Energy poverty
Even before the energy crisis
1 in 4 European households currently struggle to adequately light,
heat or cool their homes and over 1 billion across the world do not
have access to energy. No one should ever have to choose
between eating, lighting or warming one’s home.
According to the Right2Energy Coalition:
We have identified three essential ways to eradicate energy poverty
in Europe:

1. Access to affordable, clean energy as a basic human right
2. Decent, energy-efficient and affordable housing for all
3. Energy democracy – Energy communities participation
Energy poverty derives from a series of policies and regulations that
result in an unjust resource allocation and rising inequalities.

It is related to multiple social factors.

Alianza contra la pobreza energética

5+1 Opportunities
Energy communities can significantly contribute to
Speed up the energy transition through democratic participation
Tackle energy poverty
Maximize local acceptance of RES
Support local growth through sustainable job creation – Wider benefit allocation
Energy efficiency – Lowering the energy demand
Enhance and ensure solidarity and social justice

Tools, best
practice and
practical
solutions?

Tools & Solutions
Inform yourself

▪
▪
▪
▪

Information sharing
Case studies and support measures
Energy literacy
Business models

Test your market,
your ideas,
technologies

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Toolkits
Business model tools
Digital & Energy community platform
Gender audit
Other platforms

Let’s act - get people
involved and grow

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Energy poverty mitigation
Energy Citizenship Academy
E-market tool
Knowledge Exchange Platform
Energy Community vision game
Gender capacity building activities
Other tools

Wrap-up
▪ Climate crisis is accelerating with devastating
impacts especially to the most vulnerable ones
▪ Inequalities rising
▪ Energy crisis as a real threat for middle-class and
below – Esp. after the war in Ukraine
▪ It is time to unleash the immense potential of
Community Energy so as to accelerate the energy
transition through citizens and municipalities
participation that results in:
▪ Increased local acceptance for Renewables
▪ Wider benefits allocation
▪ Solidarity that leads to system transformation
▪ EU must provide the right signals and protect the
most vulnerable
▪ We must step-up the political pressure of the
wider energy democracy movement

Climate & Social Justice!

Source: Knoxville Community-Wide Climate Action Plan

The end
▪ Dimitris Tsekeris
▪ Climate Justice & Energy Campaigner
(FoEE) / Coordinator of European
Community Power Coalition
▪ Get in touch for climate justice!
dimitris.tsekeris@foeeurope.org

@TsekerisDim

Thank you!

